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The construction arena is not liberated from IR35, the intermediary legislation that ensures correct
payment of taxes and National Insurance Contributions (NICs) from the contractors, subcontractors,
self-employed construction workers and all those found in the business. But, they have a different
legislation referred to as Construction Industry Scheme (CIS). The implementation of CIS compelled
construction corporations and workers to adhere as the penalties impose by the HM Revenue and
Customs (HMRC) may be serious. Construction is not limited to the construction itself, alterations,
repairs, extensions and demolitions of property and structures, together with installations of heating
and lighting network, painting and decoration.

The HMRC identified two categories of contractors involved within the construction arena. One is
known as the â€œmainstreamâ€• contractors, those who are running business involving subcontractors
engaging for constructions. The next is the â€œdeemedâ€• contractors, those who hold average spending
of around a million pound a year for three consecutive years on construction, which may incorporate
large business, housing associations and government departments. Charity institutions are definitely
not excluded.

All these contractors are required to meet up particular prerequisites like registration with the
HMRC, making sure that subcontractors engaged in their business are registered, are paid that
includes automatic deduction of tax and NICs and submission of payroll statements to HMRC on
time.

On the flip side, subcontractors, who are perhaps self-employed citizens, sole traders or
partnerships, are classified as those functioning under the contractors for construction. They should
certainly be registered to HMRC and should alert the government agency of every alteration to the
business like business name and address and business address.

Penalty for failing to comply with CIS is uncompromising. Unfiled monthly payment return before the
19th of the contractors may have a penalty of around Â£3,000 for each. And unregistered
subcontractors will pay 30% tax deduction in contrast to 20% for those registered.

Meanwhile, CISâ€™ explanation of contractors and subcontractors sometimes resulted to confusions
because of the discrepancy in the contract terminology usage of the construction industry. This
leads contractors to conclude that they are not a part of the CIS framework.

CIS has a favorable influence to small construction company particularly all those not eligible for
CIS certificate stemming from the prerequisites of turnover test as per the assessment conducted by
the HMRC. This also states that small and medium enterprises will be equipped to compete on a
more level playing field against larger CIS Certificate holding businesses. 

Whatever studies that manifest the constructive impacts into the construction business, and even
though some may glance at CIS with specified loopholes that create confusions, there are
numerous challenges confronting contractors and subcontractors relating to compliance,
notwithstanding their particular jobs. The strenuous works they are asked to work with are a lot
more tiring, and comprehending the terminologies and definitions that comprise the CIS could
possibly be as baffling as compliance. So, it truly is logical to seek expertsâ€™ help and advice or better
yet get CIS service providers to undertake the process so as they are able to give full attention to
their core functions within the construction industry. For subcontractors, through expertsâ€™ aid too,
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ought to situate themselves either they need to be covered by CIS or would they function as
workers of the contractors.
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